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The decrease in feature sizes in microelectronics fabrication will soon require plasma etching
processes having atomic layer resolution. The basis of plasma atomic layer etching �PALE� is
forming a layer of passivation that allows the underlying substrate material to be etched with lower
activation energy than in the absence of the passivation. The subsequent removal of the passivation
with carefully tailored activation energy then removes a single layer of the underlying material. If
these goals are met, the process is self-limiting. A challenge of PALE is the high cost of specialized
equipment and slow processing speed. In this work, results from a computational investigation of
PALE will be discussed with the goal of demonstrating the potential of using conventional plasma
etching equipment having acceptable processing speeds. Results will be discussed using inductively
coupled and magnetically enhanced capacitively coupled plasmas in which nonsinusoidal
waveforms are used to regulate ion energies to optimize the passivation and etch steps. This strategy
may also enable the use of a single gas mixture, as opposed to changing gas mixtures between

steps. © 2009 American Vacuum Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.3021361�
I. INTRODUCTION

Plasma etching for microelectronics fabrication is facing
extreme challenges as processes are developed for the sub-
45-nm technology nodes.1 The thinning of the dielectric in
the metal �and nonmetal� field-effect transistor gate stacks
and advanced three-dimensional structures �e.g., double- and
trigate metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors� re-
quire extreme selectivity; and will eventually require atomic
layer resolution during plasma etching.2–4 Plasma-assisted
etching typically relies on energetic ion bombardment to de-
fine anisotropic features.5 Although high energy ion bom-
bardment provides high rates of etching, it makes obtaining
selectivity between materials difficult. As a result, precise
control of selectivity on a monolayer basis having rates of
industrial interest is difficult.6 Chemically enhanced selective
etching which relies on passivation layers, such as fluorocar-
bon plasma etching of dielectrics, is additionally challenged
to obtain monolayer control due to the need to control both
the deposition of passivation as well as the removal of the
passivated material. To obtain the necessary selectivity,
plasma atomic layer etching �PALE� may be necessary.7

PALE is a technique analogous to plasma atomic layer
deposition in which processing proceeds in a cyclic, self-
limiting manner. PALE relies on a chemically enhanced pro-
cess in which passivation of the top layer of the material to
be etched reduces the activation energy required by ion bom-
bardment to remove that layer. For example, passivation of
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the top layer of Si with Cl atoms, producing SiClx com-
plexes, reduces the ion energy required to remove the Si as a
gaseous SiClx product compared to directly sputtering the Si.
If a single layer of SiClx can be formed followed by ion
bombardment with energies above that required to remove
the passivation but below the threshold for directly sputter-
ing Si, atomic layer etching may be achieved.

A single cycle of PALE �Ref. 8� during which a mono-
layer of material is removed is schematically shown in Fig.
1. The cycle consists of first exposing the substrate to a mini-
mally etching plasma to passivate the top atomic layer with
only that amount of precursor required to remove a single
underlying layer. The ion energies should be ���t1, where
�t1 is the threshold for etching the passivated top monolayer.
If ���t1, some etching will occur. The second step is expo-
sure of the passivated layer to an etching plasma to remove
the top layer in a self-limiting manner. The ion energies
should be �t1����t2, where �t2 is the threshold for sputter-
ing the unpassivated substrate. If ���t1 the removal of the
passivated top layer may be incomplete. If ���t2, the etch
will proceed beyond the passivated top layer. In principle,
completion of 1 cycle results in etching of a single mono-
layer and the cycle can be repeated to etch as many mono-
layers as required. The self-limiting aspect of PALE is ob-
tained by controlling ion energies in such a way that once the
top monolayer of passivated material is removed no further
etching of the underlying material can occur. In the absence
of this control, etching beyond the top monolayer may occur
and atomic level resolution will be lost.

PALE has been previously investigated for fabrication of
GaAs and Si devices. A plasma-like atomic layer etching

process was first demonstrated for GaAs devices using an
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electron beam excited plasma.9 The sequence consisted of a
Cl2 gas pulse to passivate the GaAs surface, a purge cycle to
remove excess Cl2, and then bombardment with 100 eV elec-
trons followed by purge of the by-products. The etch rate
was 0.1 nm/cycle and was independent of the Cl2 exposure
time. Meguro et al.10 used a beam of 25 eV Ar+ to increase
the etch rate to 0.2 nm/cycle using a similar process. How-
ever, increasing the Cl2 dose required longer Ar+ irradiation
to remove excess adsorbed Cl2 before etching occurred.
Other investigations in atomic layer etching of GaAs have
involved energetic electron bombardment,11 KrF excimer la-
ser irradiation,12 and chemical beam etching.13

PALE of Si has also been investigated using halogen
gases for passivation and Ar+ ion bombardment for removal
of the passivation layer. Horiike et al.14 demonstrated atomic
layer etching of Si using cryogenic adsorption of F atoms
followed by Ar+ bombardment. Cooling the substrate to 113
K decreased spontaneous etching of the Si by fluorine. The
etch rate was a function of F atom mole fraction in the gas
flow and of the exposure time of Si to F atoms. As a result,
self-limiting etching was not totally achieved. Matsuura et
al.15,16 demonstrated PALE of Si at room temperature using
Cl2 gas and Ar+ generated in an electron cyclotron resonance
plasma. However, the Ar+ ion bombardment energy or flu-
ence was not sufficient to remove a complete atomic layer of
silicon per cycle. Athavale and Economou17 demonstrated
complete removal of an atomic layer of silicon per cycle
using Cl2 as a passivant and a helicon plasma as a source of
Ar+. By adjusting the dc bias on the substrate, the Ar+ bom-
bardment energy could be controlled to etch one atomic layer
of silicon per cycle. The etch was self-limiting with respect
to both chlorine dose and the ion dose.

Park et al.18 used an inductively coupled plasma �ICP� ion
gun as the source for Ar+ in their investigation of PALE of Si
by chlorine. The etch rate was dependent on the chlorine
flow rate �necessary for complete passivation of the substrate

+

FIG. 1. Schematic of the PALE process. Completion of 1 cycle �passivation
followed by etch� results in removal of a single monolayer. The cycle is
repeated to etch many monolayers. �t1 is the threshold for chemically en-
hanced sputtering and �t2 is the threshold for physical sputtering.
surface� and the fluence of Ar �necessary for complete re-
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moval of an atomic layer�. However, self-limiting etch rates
could be achieved for most conditions. PALE of Si employ-
ing ions, although at low energy, may eliminate physical
damage but may not eliminate damage due to charging. To
address the damage issue, PALE of Si was investigated by
Park et al. using Cl2 passivation followed by irradiation with
an energetic Ar neutral beam.19,20 Although the etch rates
depended on the Cl2 pressure and Ar neutral beam fluence,
one atomic layer etching per cycle of Si for the �100� and
�111� orientations was obtained without charging damage.

The PALE strategies demonstrated to date have typically
employed specialized plasma equipment. A common feature
of this equipment is the use of different gas mixtures for the
passivation and etch steps. Due to the inherently slow etch
rate of PALE, it will likely be implemented only after a con-
ventional process has more rapidly etched the overlying ma-
terial and approached within a few monolayers of the inter-
face between materials. Following this strategy would
require at least two processing chambers; the first to rapidly
etch to the interface �the main etch� and the second more
specialized apparatus to obtain monolayer resolution at the
interface �the final or over-etch�. This represents additional
costs to integrate the specialized equipment with conven-
tional plasma equipment and to provide space in the clean
room, as well as additional processing times and wafer han-
dling steps.

To minimize costs and increase processing speeds, it
would be desirable to perform PALE in conventional plasma
equipment in which both the main etch and monolayer ca-
pable processes are performed. Even if this goal is achieved,
if different gas mixtures are used for the passivation and
etching steps, PALE could be slowed by having to purge the
chamber of the previous gas mixture between steps. The
speed of PALE could be increased if the purge steps are
eliminated and the entire cycle is performed using a single
gas mixture. To eliminate the purge step, precise control of
the ion energy and angular distribution �IEAD� is necessary
to discriminate between the threshold energies of passivated
and unpassivated surfaces.21 �The angle of the IEAD is re-
spect to the normal to the wafer.�

One method to control the ion energies incident on the
wafer is using a nonsinusoidal bias waveform to narrow the
spread in energy.22–25 It has been demonstrated that selectiv-
ity can be significantly improved using a narrow �in energy�
IEAD as afforded by nonsinusoidal waveforms where the
average ion energy is tuned to a value between the threshold
energies of the two materials. One strategy for PALE would
be to employ nonsinusoidal biases to discriminate between
the threshold energies during the passivation and etch steps,
thereby possibly eliminating the need for different gas mix-
tures �and so eliminate the purge step�. Since this strategy
requires only a change in the bias waveform, which in prin-
ciple requires no change in the plasma etching chamber, the
same chamber and gas mixture could be used for both the
main etch and the PALE steps.

In this article, we report on results from a computational

investigation of the feasibility of using conventional plasma
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equipment for PALE processes by utilizing a nonsinusoidal
bias waveform as a means to control the IEADs. Results will
be discussed for PALE of Si in Ar /Cl2 plasmas sustained in
an inductively coupled plasma �ICP� reactor and for PALE of
SiO2 by fluorocarbon mixtures in a capacitively coupled
plasma �CCP� reactor. We found that repeatable and self-
limiting etching can be obtained. The selectivity of PALE
and integrity of the etch �e.g., degree of roughening� depends
on the ion energy of the etch step. However, depending on
the reaction mechanism the emphasis may shift from control
of ion energies to control of length of a cycle �either passi-
vation or etch�. Etching recipes combining a main etch with
PALE were also investigated.

The reactor and feature-scale models used in this investi-
gation are described in Sec. II. Results for PALE of Si etch-
ing using Ar /Cl2 mixtures in an ICP are discussed in Sec. III,
and those for PALE of SiO2 using Ar /C4F8 mixtures in a
magnetically enhanced CCP are discussed in Sec. IV. For
these results, sinusoidal bias voltages and different gases for
steps 1 and 2 are used. Etching recipes based on PALE using
nonsinusoidal bias waveforms with a single gas mixture are
discussed in Sec. V. Our concluding remarks are in Sec. VI.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELS

The Hybrid Plasma Equipment Model �HPEM� was used
to obtain reactor scale plasma properties and produce reac-
tant fluxes to the substrate. The HPEM has been previously
described and so will only be briefly discussed here.25,26 The
HPEM is a two-dimensional simulator which iteratively
achieves a quasisteady state solution. The HPEM consists of
three main modules. The electromagnetic fields calculated in
the Electromagnetics Module, and electrostatic fields com-
puted in the Fluid-Kinetics Module �FKM�, are used to ob-
tain electron impact source functions and transport coeffi-
cients in the Electron Energy Transport Module. In this
work, this was accomplished by solving the electron energy
equation with transport coefficients obtained by solving Bolt-
zmann’s equation for the bulk electron energy distribution. A
Monte Carlo simulation was used to follow the trajectories of
sheath accelerated secondary electrons. These results are
passed to the FKM which solves the continuity, momentum,
and energy equations for neutral and charged species, and
Poisson’s equation for the time varying electrostatic poten-
tial. Results from the FKM �densities and electrostatic fields�
are then transferred to the other modules. The modules are
sequentially integrated in a time-slicing manner for a time
resolved solution. However, within any given module, the
fine time scales �e.g., radio frequency cycle� are resolved.
The modules are iterated until a converged solution based on
cycle-averaged quantities is obtained.

The Plasma Chemistry Monte Carlo Module �PCMCM�
in the HPEM produces the energy and angular distributions
for neutrals and ions striking surfaces in contact with the
plasma. The PCMCM launches pseudoparticles representing
ions and neutrals based on the electron impact source func-
tions and the time dependent electric fields obtained from the

other modules of the HPEM. Using a Monte Carlo simula-
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tion, the PCMCM tracks the trajectories of the ions and neu-
trals using the same reaction mechanism as in the HPEM.
Statistics are collected on the energy and angle of pseudopar-
ticles as they strike surfaces. Angles are recorded relative to
the local normal.

The two-dimensional Monte Carlo Feature Profile Model
�MCFPM� then uses the energy and angular distributions at
the wafer to predict etch profiles. The MCFPM has also been
previously described and will only be briefly summarized
here.25,26 The MCFPM resolves features on the wafer on the
nm scale using a two-dimensional rectilinear mesh. Each cell
in the mesh has a material identity. Pseudoparticles repre-
senting the incident plasma species are randomly selected
from the distributions obtained from the PCMCM and
launched toward the surface. When a pseudoparticle strikes a
material cell, an outcome is chosen based on probabilities
from a surface reaction mechanism using Monte Carlo tech-
niques. Based on the selected reaction, the identities of the
mesh cells are changed thereby representing deposition or a
chemical reaction, or the cell is removed and turned into a
gas phase particle constituting an etch or sputter product.
Gas-phase species evolving from these reactions are tracked
as new pseudoparticles. The mesh has square cells with di-
mensions of 0.3 nm or approximately �1 ML �monolayer�
thickness or an atomic spacing.

The specifics of the interaction of energetic particles with
surface species are in part determined by their energy and
angular distributions. The source of energetic particles is ions
accelerated through the sheath with energies of up to hun-
dreds of eV and angular spreads �5° –10° from the vertical.
We assumed that ions neutralize upon interaction with the
surface and so we do not distinguish between the activation
ability of ions and energetic neutrals. This is similar to the
techniques used in molecular dynamics simulations.27 Ener-
getic particles can either specularly or diffusively reflect
from surfaces, with an energy loss which is larger for diffu-
sive scattering than for specular scattering. The reaction
mechanism we used for Si etching in chlorine plasmas is
discussed in Ref. 28 and the mechanism for fluorocarbon
etching of SiO2 is discussed in Ref. 26.

Silicon etching in chlorine plasmas takes place by first
successively chlorinating surface sites forming SiCln �i.e.,
SiCl followed by SiCl2 and SiCl3�.28,29 This chlorination is
predominantly accomplished by neutral Cl atoms and does
not typically produce multiple layers of passivation �i.e.,
multiple layers of SiCln growing on top of SiCln� due to the
slow diffusivity of Cl into the lattice. Removal of the SiCln
etch product then occurs through ion activation. �We note
that with energetic ion bombardment, there may be a mixed
surface layer that extends chlorination deeper than a
monolayer.27 This mixed layer is not resolved in this model.�
Silicon etching in chlorine plasmas can have a spontaneous
component since successive chlorination of the Si surface
can ultimately form SiCl4 which is a volatile product.

In contrast, fluorocarbon etching of SiO2 proceeds
through the deposition of an overlying fluorocarbon polymer

30
layer by CxFy radicals. The polymer aids in the chemical
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sputtering of SiO2 as the carbon in the polymer promotes
removal of the oxygen in the SiO2 while the F from the
polymer aids in removal of the Si. The lack of an oxidizing
atom in an underlying Si layer slows the consumption of the
polymer and so results in thicker polymer layers. Since the
polymer layer regulates the delivery of activation energy and
the transport of neutral and ion fluxes to the underlying ma-
terials, the thicker polymer on Si slows the etch rate and
allows for there to be selectivity between SiO2 and Si.31

Polymer formation is promoted by low energy ion bombard-
ment, whereas the etch process and polymer removal are
initiated by high energy ion bombardment. The thickness of
the polymer layer controls the etch process. A thick polymer
layer impedes the delivery of activation energy to the
polymer-SiO2 interface, thereby slowing or even stopping
the etch. On the other hand, too thin of a polymer layer can
also reduce the etch rate by limiting the availability of the
reaction precursor even at high ion energies �below the
physical sputtering threshold�.

In order to resolve monolayers in the MCPFM, the nu-
merical mesh should resolve single atoms. As such, model-
ing feature sizes relevant to the current technology nodes
�e.g., 50–100 nm in width with more than a 10:1 aspect ratio�
would be computationally prohibitive. Since the majority of
feature-dependent trends depend on the aspect ratio �AR� of
the feature and not its absolute size, we have chosen to main-
tain the relevant AR while shrinking the absolute extent of
the feature to a more computationally manageable size. By
having each cell in the mesh represent one atom, then every
gas phase particle also represents a single atom or ion. The
major dependence being on AR, a trend empirically deter-
mined, should apply for conditions where passivation thick-
ness is a small fraction of the characteristic dimension.

III. PALE OF SI IN Ar/Cl2 INDUCTIVELY COUPLED
PLASMAS

PALE of Si was investigated using the ICP reactor sche-
matically shown in Fig. 2 as a model for conventional
plasma equipment. Inductive power at 13.56 MHz is sup-
plied through a three-turn coil, 16 cm in diameter on top of a
23 cm diameter, 0.8 cm thick quartz window. The wafer is on
a radio frequency �rf� biased substrate. The PALE process for
Si etching by a chlorine plasma consists of first passivating a
single layer of the Si surface with Cl atoms �referred to as
step 1� followed by ion bombardment which ideally removes
this one layer of Si �referred to as step 2�. For step 1, a 20
mTorr Ar /Cl2=80 /20 gas mixture was used. �The reaction
mechanism for Ar /Cl2 is discussed in Ref. 32.� The flow rate
was 100 SCCM �SCCM denotes cubic centimeter per minute
at STP� and the coil delivered a purely inductive power of
500 W. The substrate was not biased in order to minimize
etching while passivating the surface. For step 2, the plasma
was sustained in pure Ar at 16 mTorr with a flow rate of 100
SCCM. The substrate was biased with a 100 V sinusoidal
waveform at 2 MHz to produce sufficient ion energies to

remove the passivated layer.
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The computational strategy is as follows. The HPEM was
separately executed to compute quasisteady state fluxes onto
the wafer for steps 1 and 2. The MCPFM was then run using
fluxes from step 1. At the termination of step 1, the state of
the surface was retained while changing the fluxes to those
obtained from the HPEM for step 2 to complete 1 PALE
cycle. These cycles were then repeated. In the case where
different gas mixtures were used for steps 1 and 2, we did
not resolve the chamber pump down or gas injection periods.

The total positive ion density for step 1 and the Ar+ den-
sity for step 2 are shown in Fig. 2. The peak ion density is
9.1�1011 cm−3 during step 1 and 8.8�1011 cm−3 during
step 2. Corresponding ion fluxes to the wafer surface are
shown in Fig. 3�a�. Cl+ has the largest flux, 3.6
�1016 cm−2 s−1, during step 1 due to dissociation of the Cl2
feedstock and charge exchange from Ar+, which has a flux of

16 −2 −1

FIG. 2. �Color online� Total positive ion densities during the PALE of Si
using an ICP reactor. �a� Step 1 �passivation� is performed in Ar /Cl2

=80 /20 �500 W ICP, 20 mTorr, 100 SCCM� without an applied bias. �b�
Step 2 �etching� is performed in pure Ar �500 W ICP, 16 mTorr, 100 SCCM�
with a 100 V sinusoidal bias at 2 MHz. Contour levels shown are on a scale
of 1011. �Densities are plotted using a log scale over 2 decades. The color
bar shows the range of the contours relative to the maximum value.�
1.3�10 cm s . The lack of any competing ionization or
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dissociation processes results in a larger Ar+ flux during step
2 of 8�1016 cm−2 s−1. The passivating Cl radical flux is two
orders of magnitude higher at 1�1018 cm−2 s−1 and is uni-
form across the wafer. The uniformity of the flux is impor-
tant to ensure that the surface is uniformly passivated and so
have the same removal rate during step 2.

The cycle-averaged IEADs �the sum of all ions� are
shown in Fig. 3�b� for 1 PALE cycle. During passivation,
step 1, ion energies should be low to minimize etching and
enable passivation of the top Si layer as SiClx. The absence
of an applied bias produces ion fluxes with maximum ener-
gies near the plasma potential at 20 eV. During etching, step
2, a rf bias of 100 V is applied, providing the moderately
high ion energies �55 eV� that are required to activate etching
of the SiClx layer �based on a purely chemical sputter mecha-
nism� while being low enough to minimize purely physical
sputtering.

The feature first investigated is a Si-FinFET having a 10:1
AR as shown in Fig. 4. The desired process is to thin the
FinFET uniformly in both axial and lateral directions. The
computational mesh has a spacing of 1 ML in both direc-
tions, so the removal of one mesh cell corresponds to etching
a monolayer. Predicted etch properties at the top corner of
the feature are shown in Fig. 4. After 1 cycle, approximately

FIG. 3. �Color online� Ion properties for the PALE cycle. �a� Ion fluxes to the
wafer as a function of radius. Cl+ is the major ion during step 1 �passivation�
due to dissociation of the Cl2 feedstock. The Ar+ flux is higher during step
2 �etching� step due to lack of any competing processes. �b� Total IEADs
averaged over the wafer. Low ion energies are necessary to minimize etch-
ing during step 1 while higher ion energies in step 2 enable etching of the
SiClx passivation. �IEADs are plotted using a log scale over 2 decades.�
1 ML of Si is removed in both the axial and lateral direc-
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tions. The top surface is, however, rough due in part to a
small amount of etching that takes place during the passiva-
tion step by the low energy, but still moderately anisotropic,
ion flux. In extending the PALE process to 3 cycles, one
layer per cycle was removed in the lateral direction. In the
axial direction, however, 4 ML were removed, the cumula-
tive effect of there being fractionally more than 1 ML re-
moved per cycle. The extra etching primarily occurs during
the passivation step, emphasizing the need to control the
length of exposure �process cycle time� and the ion energies.

Note that in our model, we do not allow passivation of
greater than a monolayer. In reality there is likely some mix-
ing of the top layers and diffusion of Cl into the mixed zone
that allows for more than a single monolayer to be passivated
and subsequently removed.33 As such, the layer-by-layer re-
moval discussed here is a best case scenario. At the same
time, the roughness we predict is probably a worst case sce-
nario in that some mixing of the topmost layers would re-
move sharp transitions.

For example, the evolution of roughness in the Si-FinFET
feature at the bottom corner is shown in Fig. 5 for 3 cycles of
PALE. The original height of the bottom surface is indicated
by the arrow. A layer is inadvertently etched at the location
labeled A during the passivation step, creating a locally
rough surface. Each subsequent cycle removes an additional
monolayer which preserves the initial roughness, propagat-
ing this defect through additional PALE cycles. The ion-
activated etching during step 1 tends to be sparse and ran-
dom compared to the etch in step 2. This is due to the
activation of etching during step 1 resulting from ions which

FIG. 4. �Color online� Etch profiles using PALE at the top corner of a 10:1
aspect ratio Si-FinFET using Ar /Cl2 �step 1� followed by Ar �step 2�. The
mesh resolution is 3 Å. After 1 cycle, approximately 1 ML is removed from
both axial and lateral directions. After 3 cycles, 3 ML were removed in the
lateral direction but 4 ML were removed in the axial direction.
are in the tail of the IEAD which is sparsely populated
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whereas etching during step 2 results from ions in the more
populated bulk part of the IEAD. For example, there is no
etching during the second passivation cycle but there is etch-
ing, adding to the surface roughness, which takes place dur-
ing the third passivation cycle �location B in frame 5�. In
addition to the ion-activated process, etching during step 1
may be thermally activated. Too long of an exposure during
step 1 that over-chlorinates the surface could contribute to
etching by either thermal means or by reducing the activation
energy for the ion-activated process. Therefore, controlling
the ion energies and the cycle time during step 1 �depending
on the etch mechanism� is important to achieving atomic
layer resolution with minimal roughness.

The consequences of varying ion energies during step 1
on the surface roughness are shown in Fig. 6 for the upper
left edge of the Si-FinFET. The IEADs for this parameteriza-
tion are those for step 1 in Fig. 3�b� while adding �or sub-
tracting� a fixed energy. The cited energy is the average,
which is approximately that of the peak value of the IEAD
�17 eV for Fig. 3�b��. The surface roughness increases with
increasing ion energies. The probability for an ion of energy
� activating an etch scales as ��-�0�1/2, where �0 is a thresh-
old energy.29 In this work, �0=16.0 eV.34 For average ener-
gies less than this threshold energy the surface roughness
results from ions in the tail of the IEAD or thermal etching.
As ion energies increase beyond the threshold energy, addi-
tional ion-enhanced etching occurs during step 1. Since pas-
sivation occurs rapidly, an etched site can be repassivated
and etched a second time, thereby producing roughness with
an average greater than 1 ML. These effects are enhanced at
a corner which, on the average, sees higher fluxes than flat

FIG. 5. �Color online� Etch profiles using PALE at the bottom corner of a
10:1 aspect ratio Si-FinFET using Ar /Cl2 �step 1� followed by Ar �step 2�.
The mesh resolution is 3 Å. The original height of the bottom surface is
indicated by the arrow. Nonuniformities during a given cycle propagate to
subsequent cycles.
surfaces due to the larger view angle.
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The consequences on roughness of exposure time, �, for
passivation during step 1 are shown in Fig. 7. The upper left
corner of the Si-FinFET after 1 cycle is shown in Fig. 7�a�
for different �. A value of �=1 corresponds to an exposure
time of approximately one second with the IEAD shown in
Fig. 3�b�. The surface roughness increases with � primarily
due to stochastic etching, repassivation and subsequent etch-

FIG. 6. �Color online� Surface roughness as a function of ion energy during
step 1 of PALE. �a� Final etch profiles of the top corner of the Si-FinFET for
passivation steps carried out with ion energies of 15, 25, and 40 eV. The
arrows indicate the original height of the feature. �b� Surface roughness �in
monolayers� increases with ion energies during step 1.

FIG. 7. �Color online� Surface roughness as a function of exposure time, �,
for passivation during step 1 for Si PALE. A value of �=1 corresponds to
exposure time of approximately 1 s with the IEADs shown in Fig. 3. �a�
Upper left corner of Si-FinFET after 1 cycle. �b� Surface roughness �in

monolayers� increases with � due to increased stochastic etching.
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ing of isolated sites. With an average ion energy of 17 eV the
ions arriving with energies above the etching threshold are
sparse, and so etching during passivation is somewhat ran-
dom. Should that stochastic etch occur early during the pas-
sivation step, or � is larger than the average passivation time,
the likelihood that the site will be repassivated �and perhaps
etched again� increases. Keeping the average ion energy sig-
nificantly below threshold reduces the stochastic etching dur-
ing passivation.

The selectivity that PALE potentially provides may be
useful in enabling a soft landing during the over-etch portion
of a conventional etch recipe. �Soft landing is a process that
slowly approaches the underlying interface with high selec-
tivity.� Such a process might begin with a rapid but not par-
ticularly selective main etch. Upon approaching the inter-
face, PALE would then be used to achieve a soft landing. For
example, etch profiles for a 5:1 aspect ratio Si-over-SiO2

FIG. 8. �Color online� Etch profiles for a 5:1 aspect ratio Si-over-SiO2 fea-
ture using an etching recipe which combines a conventional main etch fol-
lowed by PALE for a soft landing. The main etch terminates with the taper
shown in frame 2. The remaining feature is etched in 25 cycles of PALE
with sufficient selectivity that damage to the underlying SiO2 is limited to
the first monolayer. �The number of PALE cycles is the number at the top of
the trench.�
feature are shown in Fig. 8. The main etch was performed in
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the ICP plasma sustained in a 20 mTorr Ar /Cl2=80 /20 mix-
ture �100 SCCM, 500 W ICP� with a sinusoidal substrate
bias of 100 V.

The profile at the end of the main etch is in frame 2. The
main etch is tapered, thereby requiring that it be stopped
many monolayers before the Si–SiO2 interface is reached to
ensure that small wafer-to-wafer variations in main etch rate
�or time� do not result in breaching the interface. Following
the main etch, 25 cycles of PALE are used to clear the trench
to the bottom to achieve the soft landing. The large number
of cycles is necessitated by the initial severe taper. The in-
terface is reached in the center of the trench after 14 cycles
of PALE �frame 7�. The potentially high selectivity provided
by PALE enables the remainder of the feature to be cleared
using an additional 11 cycles with there being minimal pen-
etration into the underlying SiO2 �limited to the first mono-
layer� in the already cleared center of the trench. There will
be a tradeoff between stopping the main etch significantly
above the interface to minimize likelihood of breaching the
interface and the larger number of PALE cycles required to
clear the feature that lengthens the total time of the process.

IV. PALE OF SiO2 IN Ar/c-C4F8 MAGNETICALLY
ENHANCED CAPACITIVELY COUPLED
PLASMAS

Successful implementation of PALE requires the ability to
predictably and rapidly vary IEADs to, for example, shift ion
energies from dominantly above to dominantly below etch-
ing thresholds. Magnetically enhanced reactive ion etching
�MERIE� reactors may provide this capability. In MERIE
reactors, magnetic fields parallel to the wafer may cause a
reversal of the electric field in the sheath, which in turn pro-
duce a shift in ion fluxes to lower energies, although with a
spread in their angular distribution.35 This modulation in the
IEADs can be accomplished as rapidly as one is able to
change the current through the solenoids producing the mag-
netic fields.

PALE of SiO2 was investigated using the MERIE reactor
schematically shown in Fig. 9. The substrate is powered at
10 MHz through a blocking capacitor. The wafer, 20 cm in
diameter, sits in electrical contact with the powered substrate
and is surrounded by dielectric focus rings. All other surfaces
in the reactor are grounded metal including the showerhead,
which extends to a radius of 12 cm, and the annular pump
port.

During step 1 of the PALE process, a 40 mTorr
Ar /c-C4F8=75 /25 gas mixture with a flow rate of 300
SCCM was used. A bias power of 500 W at 10 MHz was
produced with a sinusoidal voltage amplitude of approxi-
mately 200 V. �The Ar /c-C4F8 reaction mechanism is dis-
cussed in Ref. 36.� The goal is to rapidly deposit a single
layer of fluorocarbon passivation which is sufficient to re-
move a ML of SiO2. Since low energy ion bombardment
enhances the rate of polymer formation, a magnetic field of
250 G parallel to the electrode was used to lower ion ener-
gies to being dominantly below the threshold for etching.35
During step 2, the plasma was sustained in Ar at 40 mTorr
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and 300 SCCM with a power of 100 W �obtained with ap-
proximately a 130 V sinusoidal amplitude bias�. Since the
etch is facilitated by high energy ion bombardment, a mag-
netic field was not used. The absence of fluorocarbon gas
during step 2 would require physical sputtering for signifi-
cant etching.

The CF2 radical density during step 1 and the Ar+ density
during step 2 are shown in Fig. 9. The peak CF2 density
during step 1 is 3.4�1012 cm−3 and the peak ion density
during step 2 is 1.6�1010 cm−3. Radical �step 1� and ion
fluxes �steps 1 and 2� to the wafer are shown in Fig. 10. The
CF2 radical density is nearly uniform across the wafer which
is critical to achieving a uniform polymer coverage. The ion
flux is radially uniform to better than 10% over the inner
two-thirds of the wafer �except for Ar+� with there being a
maximum near the edge of the wafer. This is a profile that is
characteristic of narrow gap CCPs. The large electron density
��1011 cm−3� highly dissociates the c-C4F8 feedstock. As a
result, the major radical fluxes are CF3, C3F5, and F; and the
major ion fluxes consist of Ar+, C2F4

+, and CFx
+ �x=1–3�.

The Ar+ flux �2.3�1015 cm−2 s−1� during step 2 is nearly
uniform across the wafer although the etch rate may not be
uniform owing to there being nonuniform passivation layers.

Time-averaged IEADs for all ions are shown in Fig. 11
for step 1 �Ar /c-C4F8 for passivation� and step 2 �Ar for
etching�. Low ion energies are important for rapidly depos-
iting the passivating polymer layer during Step 1 which is
the precursor to etching of SiO2 during step 2. With the
parallel magnetic field, the reduction in the cross-field mo-
bilities of electrons thickens the sheath, increases the voltage
drop across the bulk plasma and, in some cases, causes a

35

FIG. 9. �Color online� Plasma properties during SiO2 PALE using a MERIE
CCP reactor. �a� Schematic of the reactor. The magnetic field, when applied,
is parallel to the electrode. �b� CF2 density. Step 1 is performed in a
Ar /C4F8=75 /25 gas mixture �500 W, 50 mTorr, 100 SCCM, 250 G�. The
high magnetic field shifts the ions to lower energies. �c� Ar+ density during
step 2 performed in pure Ar �100 W, 40 mTorr, 300 SCCM�. A magnetic
field is not used. �Plots are on a log scale over 2 decades.�
reversal of the electric field in the sheath. The result is that
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the voltage drop across the sheath is lower and, in some
cases, decelerates ions, both of which produce an IEAD
which is lower in energy and broader in angle. Although
there is a high energy component in the tail of the IEAD
during step 1, the average ion energy is only 24 eV with the
ions above 45 eV constituting �10% of the total flux. The

FIG. 10. Fluxes to the wafer as a function of radius for the Ar /c-C4F8 CCP.
�a� Neutral and �b� ion fluxes. CF3, C3F5, and F are the dominant radicals.
Ar+, C2F4

+, and CFx
+ �x=1–3� are the dominant ions.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Total IEADs averaged over the wafer during SiO2

PALE in the MERIE reactor. The high magnetic field during step 1 enables
low ion energies which promote polymer formation. The high ion energies
during step 2 enable sputtering of the passivated layer. Controlling the ion
energies during step 2 avoids physical etching and enables self-limiting

etching.
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broad angular distribution will produce additional sidewall
impacts which further contribute to polymer formation. The
IEAD for Step 2 is fairly narrow with an average energy of
71 eV which is marginally higher than the etch threshold
energy �69 eV� for the polymer and SiO2CxFy complexes at
the interface of the SiO2. Maintaining the average energies
near threshold reduces the likelihood of physical sputtering
by ions in the higher energy tail of the IEAD.

The feature investigated is the 10:1 aspect ratio
SiO2-over-Si trench shown in Fig. 12. Demonstrations of
PALE are shown at the bottom of the trench in Figs. 12 and
13 where selectivity and critical dimension �CD� require-
ments are most stringent.

The etch begins with 20 ML of SiO2 on top of the Si. The
desired process is to remove the SiO2 without damaging the
underlying Si while maintaining an anisotropic profile. The
feature after the first passivation step is shown in frame 2 of
Fig. 12, and following the first three etch steps in frames
3–5. A single monolayer is removed during each step in the
vertical direction with some small amount of nonuniformity.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Predicted etch profiles for a 10:1 aspect ratio
SiO2-over-Si trench using Ar /c-C4F8 followed by Ar PALE for the first 3
cycles. There are initially 20 ML of SiO2 on top of Si. The feature after the
first passivation step is shown in frame 2 and following the first 3 cycles in
frames 3–5. During each cycle, 1 ML of SiO2 is removed.
Although most sites are passivated with a single layer of
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polymer, statistically some sites are not passivated and others
have multiple layers of passivation. During the following
etch step, SiO2 is not removed at either of these sites. For
sites without polymer, the threshold energy of the bare SiO2

is greater than the energy of the majority of the ions and so
etching does not occur. For sites with multiple layers of poly-
mer, the etch step is not long enough to both sputter the
overlying polymer and etch the passivated site. Subsequent
PALE cycles that remove additional layers tend to preserve
previous roughness. Preventing rough surfaces requires hav-
ing a uniform coverage of the passivating polymer. The flu-
ence of polymerizing radicals and low energy ions over the
exposure time must be large enough to passivate all the sites
but not so large that multiple passivating layers are depos-
ited.

The clearing of the bottom of the feature during 20 cycles
of PALE is shown in Fig. 13. During each cycle, the bottom
SiO2 surface advances roughly a monolayer. There is, how-
ever, etching of and deposition on the sidewalls. This results
from the low energy and broad angular distribution of ions
during step 1 that efficiently produces polymer on the side-
wall, and redeposition of sputtered polymer and etch prod-
ucts from the bottom of the trench. The buildup of sidewall
polymer which is not fully removed during the etch step
produces some narrowing of the feature. The thickening of
the passivation layers on the sidewalls might require using a
cleaning step following the etch step �e.g., an oxygen

FIG. 13. �Color online� Predicted etch profiles for a 10:1 aspect ratio
SiO2-over-Si trench using Ar /c-C4F8 followed by Ar PALE. The bottom of
feature is cleared in 20 cycles of PALE. Thick polymer layers buildup on the
sidewall due to the redeposition of sputtered polymer and etch products
from the bottom of the feature. This leads to narrowing of the feature.
plasma�, thereby making PALE a three-step process.
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Controlling the IEAD is critical to achieving monolayer
resolution while minimizing roughness. For example, the
consequences of increasing ion energies on surface rough-
ness during the etching step are shown in Fig. 14. The bot-
tom surfaces of the SiO2-over-Si trench and monolayers of
roughness are shown for different ion energies. The IEADs
are those for step 2 shown in Fig. 11 while adding �or sub-
tracting� a fixed energy. The cited energy is the average,
which is approximately that of the peak �71 eV for Fig. 11�.
Increasing ion energies have the advantage of facilitating an
etch even if the passivation layer is thicker than a single
monolayer. It also facilitates sputtering of passivation off the
sidewalls. Unfortunately, there is also the disadvantage of
increasing the surface roughness.

Surface roughness as a function of ion energy is shown in
Fig. 14 for step 2 times of 13 s �1 s for step 1� and 26 s �2 s
for step 1�. The general trend is that surface roughness in-
creases with increasing ion energy and decreasing cycle
time. The larger roughness at the lower cycle time results
from there being incomplete passivation. Passivated sites are
chemically etched with lower ion energies whereas adjacent
sites are not etched or require higher ion energies to etch.

FIG. 14. �Color online� Surface roughness as a function of ion energies
during step 2 of SiO2 PALE. �a� Final profiles for etching steps carried out
with ion energies of 75, 100, and 120 eV. �b� Surface roughness �in mono-
layers� increases with ion energies while decreasing cycle time. As the ion
energies increase, the etch mechanism transitions from being chemically
dominated to being physically dominated. The larger roughness at lower
cycle time results from there being incomplete passivation during step 1.
The more complete passivation afforded by the longer step 1
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time enables more sites to be chemically etched by lower ion
energies. The increasing roughness with increasing ion en-
ergy indicates two etching regimes. For ion energies
�110 eV, the etch mechanism is dominated by chemically
enhanced processes benefiting from passivation. The transi-
tion to physical etching occurs at higher ion energies, result-
ing in a steep increase in surface roughness.

In fabricating an integrated circuit, a conducting region
may be encapsulated by a layer of insulation �such as Si3N4�
and buried under SiO2. Etching a via past the encapsulated
structure is called self-aligned if the encapsulation is resis-
tant to the process that is used to etch the overlying
SiO2.37–39 For example, self-aligned processing enables
etching through an SiO2 overlayer which simultaneously
opens separate contacts landing on the source, drain
and gate. While these processes improve packing density and
relax lithography requirements, they impose severe selectiv-
ity requirements as multiple materials are landed on in
one process. Several different stop layers have been sug-
gested, for example, polysilicon,37 silicon-rich nitrides,38 and
oxynitrides.39

Since an important requirement for etching self-aligned
contacts �SACs� is high selectivity of the overlying SiO2

with respect to the stop layer, PALE may be appropriate for
this process. For example, the Ar /c-C4F8 PALE process was
used to etch a SAC as shown in Fig. 15. As an approximation
to an actual SAC, a protrusion of Si representing the stop
layer is at the bottom of a trench being etched in SiO2. The
feature has a 10:1 aspect ratio and PALE begins with 20
layers of Si at the same height as the remaining layers of
SiO2. �Note that only the bottom of the trench is shown in
Fig. 15.� The IEADs for the PALE cycles are those shown in
Fig. 11. The high selectivity of PALE enables the exposed Si
feature to maintain its CD while the adjacent SiO2 is etched
away during 20 cycles of PALE. The damage to the top
surface of the Si protrusion is 1–2 ML with the corner of the
feature being most eroded since its view angle to the plasma
is greatest. The sidewall of the protrusion is less prone to
damage as redeposition of etch products provides additional
passivation that slows etching.

V. PALE USING NONSINUSOIDAL BIAS
WAVEFORMS

In the previous sections we discussed PALE using con-
ventional plasma etching tools with sinusoidal bias wave-
forms. Control of the IEADs to finely discriminate etching
thresholds is difficult with the broad IEADs produced with
sinusoidal biases. As a consequence, high selectivity during
PALE is usually enabled by using different gas mixtures for
steps 1 and 2. This strategy enables the passivation process
to be chemically independent of the etching process. The
tradeoff is increasing the total elapsed processing time of
PALE cycles by having to purge and refill gas mixtures be-
tween steps. If the gas purge and refill can be eliminated by
using the same gas mixture for both passivation and etching,
the overall speed of PALE can be increased. However this

goal can only be met by having precise control over the
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IEADs to discriminate between etch thresholds. This goal
can be potentially achieved by using nonsinusoidal wave-
forms in which narrow IEADs are produced.

To investigate PALE using a single gas mixture, a nonsi-
nusoidal, bias waveform was used consisting of a constant
negative bias with a narrow positive voltage spike applied at
rf frequencies.25 The purpose of the constant negative bias is
to accelerate positive ions into the wafer with nearly a con-
stant energy equal to the sheath potential. The purpose of the
positive voltage spike is to allow electrons to reach the sub-
strate and so balance the positive ion current. As long as the
positive voltage excursion is of short enough duration, the
sheath potential, as seen by the heavy ions, is largely undis-
turbed from its quasi-dc value. The resulting IEAD is narrow
in energy.23

PALE of SiO2 using a single gas mixture and a nonsinu-
soidal waveform was investigated for an Ar /c-C4F8=75 /25
�100 SCCM�, 15 mTorr plasma in the ICP reactor. The in-
ductive power is 500 W at 5 MHz, and the bias is applied at
2 MHz. The fraction of the rf cycle occupied by the positive

FIG. 15. �Color online� Etch profiles for Ar /c-C4F8 and Ar PALE etching of
a SiO2-over-Si self-aligned contact. The etch begins with 20 ML of Si
aligned with 20 ML of SiO2. A highly selective etch of the contact is
achieved in 20 cycles of PALE using the IEADs shown in Fig. 11. The
sidewall of the Si is less prone to damage due to passivation by redeposited
etch products.
voltage spike is 10%. During step 1, a CxFy polymer is de-
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posited on top of the SiO2 using a bias producing low ion
energies. During step 2, etching of the SiO2CxFy polymer
complex is performed with a bias producing above threshold
ion energies. The entire recipe consists of first using a con-
ventional process for etching the majority of the feature us-
ing a sinusoidal bias waveform. This is followed by PALE
cycles to clear the bottom of the trench using nonsinusoidal
waveforms.

Radical and ion fluxes to the wafer are shown in Fig. 16.
The major radical fluxes are CF, C2F3, and F; and the major
ion fluxes consist of Ar+, CF3

+, and CF+. Lower F atom and
ion fluxes near the edge of the wafer during step 1 may result
in thicker passivation layers and hence lower etch rates dur-
ing step 2. These same lower ion fluxes initiate less polymer
deposition during step 1. The net result of these two oppos-
ing effects is that the etch rates near the edge of the wafer are
only slightly lower than at the center.

Time-averaged IEADs for all ions are shown in Fig. 17
for the main etch and the PALE steps. The main etch utilizes
a 200 V �peak-to-peak� sinusoidal bias waveform which pro-
duces the familiar broad IEAD with high-and-low energy
peaks. The peaks result from ions of different masses enter-
ing the sheath at random times during the rf cycle. The
lighter ions arrive at the substrate with nearly the instanta-
neous sheath potential while the heavier ions arrive with an
energy corresponding to the average sheath potential. The
end result is a fairly broad IEAD, in this case extending from
66 to 176 eV, or nearly 110 eV. The PALE steps are per-

FIG. 16. Fluxes to the wafer as a function of radius for the nonsinusoidal
bias PALE process. �a� Neutral and �b� ion fluxes. CF2, CF, and CF3 are the
dominant fluorine containing neutral radicals. Ar+, CF3

+, CF2
+, and CF+ are

the dominant ion fluxes.
formed using nonsinusoidal biases, 50 V �peak to peak� for
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step 1 and 100 V �peak to peak� for step 2. The average ion
energies are 35 and 75 eV, respectively. The nonsinusoidal
biases generally produce narrower IEADs than the sinusoidal
case in large part because the sheath voltage remains nearly
constant between the positive going spikes of the bias. The
transit time across the sheath for even the heavier ions is
longer than the positive spike, and so the IEADs remain
fairly narrow in energy.

The feature is a 10:1 aspect ratio SiO2-over-Si trench.
Profiles during the main etch are shown in Fig. 18. Ions
striking the walls at grazing angles and their subsequent
specular reflection results in microtrenching at the sides of
the trench.40 As a consequence of this microtrenching, when
the main etch approaches the SiO2–Si interface, the under-
lying Si is first exposed at the sides of the trench. To clear the

FIG. 17. �Color online� Total IEADs averaged over the wafer for PALE with
nonsinusoidal biases. First, a main etch is performed with a 200 V �peak-
to-peak� sinusoidal bias followed by PALE utilizing a nonsinusoidal bias
waveform with biases of 50 V �peak-to-peak� for step 1 �passivation� and
100 V �peak-to-peak� for step 2 �etching�. The narrow IEADs with nonsi-
nusoidal biases enable using a single gas mixture for the entire cycle of
PALE.

FIG. 18. �Color online� Etch profiles for a 10:1 aspect ratio SiO2-over-Si
trench during the main etch process. Microtrenching causes the Si at the

sides of the trench to be exposed first.
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bottom of the trench, high selectivity is required so as to not
damage the Si at the sides of the trench while removing the
remaining SiO2 in the center of the trench.

The clearing of the feature with PALE using nonsinusoi-
dal waveforms is shown in Fig. 19. The main etch was
stopped well before the SiO2–Si interface was reached to
eliminate the possibility of run-to-run variation in etch rate
producing damage of the underlying Si. This leaves many
monolayers to be etched using PALE. The feature was
cleared using 15 cycles of PALE. �The profile at the end of
the main etch is in frame 1.� A true PALE process should, in
principle, have an etch rate of 1 ML/cycle. However we
found that with this PALE process, an effective etch rate of
4–5 ML/cycle was obtained. The high etch rates resulted
from there being fluxes of polymerizing radicals during the
etch step which repassivated the exposed SiO2, thereby com-
promising the self-limiting nature of the process. This also
contributed to there being thicker passivation in the mi-
crotrenches, thereby preventing early exposure of the under-
lying Si. The interface is reached at the side of the trench
exposing the underlying Si after 9 cycles of PALE �frame 6�.
The polymerizing radicals during step 2, however, limit etch-

FIG. 19. �Color online� Predicted etch profile for the over-etch of the
SiO2–Si trench using an Ar /c-C4F8 nonsinusoidal PALE. The feature is
cleared in 15 PALE cycles yielding an effective etch rate of 4–5 ML/cycle.
The polymerizing radicals and low energy ions not only contribute to in-
creased etching rates but also limit the damage to underlying Si. Note that
the underlying Si is first exposed after 9 cycles of PALE.
ing of the underlying Si allowing PALE to clear the feature.
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The damage to the underlying Si is less than a monolayer.
Although true PALE was not achieved, a highly selective
etch was.

Unlike conventional PALE using different gas mixtures,
tailored bias PALE using a single gas mixture produces
�1 ML /cycle while retaining high selectivity. The speed of
the process is ultimately a tradeoff between achieving mono-
layer control and the onset of roughness. The number of
tailored bias PALE cycles required to perform the over-etch
and the resulting roughness in the underlying Si are shown in
Fig. 20 as a function of ion energy during step 2. The IEADs
for step 2 are the same as shown in Fig. 16 while adding �or
subtracting� a fixed energy. The cited energy is the average,
which is approximately that of the peak �70 eV for Fig. 16�.
Higher ion energies enable higher etch rates which decrease
the number of cycles required for the same over-etch. How-
ever, the roughness increases with increasing ion energy
from marginal at ion energies below 75 eV to 3 ML at ion
energies above 140 eV. Over this range of energies, the
PALE cycles required decreases from 16 to 4.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The potential of using conventional plasma etching tools
for PALE was discussed based on results from a computa-
tional investigation using a reactor scale model coupled to a
feature-scale model. PALE of Si �using Ar /Cl2 plasmas� in
an ICP reactor and PALE of SiO2 �using Ar /C4F8 plasmas�
in a MERIE CCP reactor were investigated. In both cases,
atomic level �one monolayer� control was achieved using
different gas mixtures for steps 1 �passivation� and 2 �etch-

FIG. 20. �Color online� Surface roughness and number of PALE cycles to
clear the feature as a function of ion energies during step 2 of PALE. �a�
Final etch profiles for step 2 ion energies of 80 and 120 eV. �b� Surface
roughness increases with increasing ion energies.
ing�. PALE using a single gas mixture was investigated by
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exploiting the precise control of ion energies made possible
with nonsinusoidal bias waveforms. These narrow IEADs
discriminate between threshold energies of different materi-
als while using a single gas mixture. PALE of SiO2 in an
Ar /c-C4F8 plasma was obtained by changing voltage ampli-
tudes to alternate between the passivation and etching re-
gimes. Although highly selective, the PALE recipe yielded
effective etch rates of up to 4–5 ML/cycle. The self-limiting
nature of the process was compromised as a consequence of
there being polymerizing radical fluxes during the etching
step thereby enabling higher etch rates. The high selectivity
at high speeds of PALE using tailored bias waveforms make
it a useful complement to conventional etching to obtain soft
landings in high aspect ratio etching.
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